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Nishmat kol chai tevarekh et shimkha, Adonai Eloheinu 

 
The soul of every living thing shall bless your name 
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Rabbi Yochanan said: Had the Torah not been given, we would have learned 

modesty from the cat, the prohibition of theft from the ant, the prohibition of 
forbidden relationships from the dove, and the proper method of conjugal 

relations from the fowl. (Talmud, Eruvin 100b) 

	
	

	
	

	

Noah’s Ark by 
Edward Hicks 



 
 
 
 
 

Midrash Genesis Rabbah 33:5 
 
He set out, to and fro (v’shov) (Gen 5:7). 
 
Rabbi Yudan quoting Rabbi Judah ben Rabbi Simon: He replied to him (mishivo) with 
answers (teshuvot). He said to him, “Of all the cattle, animals, and birds that are here, 
you’re sending no one but me.” He said, “What does the world need you for? Not for 
eating. Not for an offering.”  
 
Rabbi Berechia quoting Rabbi Aba bar Kahana: The Holy One of Blessing said to him, 
“Accept him, because in the future the world will need him.” 
He said, “When?” 
He said, “Until the water dries upon the land. In the future, there will be one righteous 
person to arise and dry out the world, and I need him.” 
As it is written, The ravens (Orevim) brought him bread and meat in the morning and 
bread and meat in the evening (1 Kings 17:6) 
 
Rabbi Yehuda: There’s a city in the region of Beit She’an named Aravi.  
 
Rabbi Nechemia: They were actually ravens (orevim). From where did they bring? 
From Jehoshaphat’s table! 
 
 

 
 

A few ancient & medieval principles…

•  Peshat: Plain meaning פשט

• Revealed when we know facts about the 
animal in the story


•  Derash: Core values & teachings דרש

• Revealed when we notice words & motifs 
across stories


• Torah (Tanakh) as Divine speech; thus “no 
early or late in Torah”

Torah Interpretation


